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1. Introduction.
In this paper, we shall study some spectral properties on the parameter
(zgC of the following Goursat problem:
{aDltD%-Dlt+JDi-j-a-Dlt-WP+j+a}u(t, x) = f(t,x),
(1.1)
u(t,x)-w(t, x) = O(tlx?) (/^l, 0^0),
where x, t^C, l^j^l and ―fl―j^a^fl―j.
In the case a=0, the problem (1.1) was studied in an extremely precise
form by Leary [1] and Yoshino [5, 6] in the space of holomorphic functions
at the origin. Let a=2cos;r#e(―2, 2) (O<0<1). Leray [1] introduced an
auxiliary function p{0) by
(1.2) p(0) = liminf |sin(/wr0)|1/ft.
Here and in what follows, TV and Z denotes the set of non negative integers
and integers, respectively. They proved that the problem (1.1) is uniquely
solvable in the space of holomorphic functions at the origin if and only if
(1.3) <ieC＼(-2, 2) or a=±2 or p(0)>0.
Moreover, Leray-Pisot [2] proved that the set of zero points of p{0) is un-
countable with Lebesgue measure zero.
On the other hand, in the case a^O the problem (1.1) is not solvable in
the space of local holomorphic functions, and we have to study the problem in
the space of formal or convergent power series with Gevrey estimate for the
coefficientsaccording as a>0 or a<0 (see Miyake-Hashimoto [4, Theorem B]).
In this paper, we shall prove that the spectral properties on the parameter a
distinguish the case a+/>0 from the case a+/5^0. In the former case the
meaning of the condition (1.3) will be understood clearly.
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In order to proceed our study, we shall study the resolvent sets of the fol-
lowing integro-differential operator in Banach spaces of Gevrey functions,
(1.4) A=D{D^-a+DjjDta (;^1, aeZ).
Because the problem (1.1) is reduced to an integro-differential equation, {al―
A)U{t, x)=F(t, x), by changing the unknown function u(t,x) to U(t, x) by u ―
DjlD-JU+w. Here, Dj'UCt, x) is defined formally by
Dt> U(t, x):- S Un(x)tl/l '･ for U(t, x)=
f] Ut{x)tl/l!
We shall state main results in §2 which will be proved in §4 under some
preparative considerations given in §3. A stability of resolvent sets by small
perturbations will be proved in §5.
The author would like to express his thanks to Mr. Hashimoto for his
suggestion of the decomposition of a matrix Cn(a) given in §3.
2. Statement of results.
Let U(t, x)=^UiptlxP/l＼(3＼ (/,jSeiV) be a formal power series. Then we
define Banach spaces of Gevrey functions as follows:
(i) U(t, x)(eGs(R ; k) (s, i?>0, k^N) if
(2.1)
(2.2)
＼＼U＼＼ksh― sup＼U^＼
(sl+B+k)＼
<+oo.
(ii) U(t, x)^G n(R; k) (s^O, R>0, k(EN, n^l) if
i.is
{(n-s)l+np + k) !
{nl+(n + l)P + k＼!
< + co.
The index s is calledGevrey index from the reason below.
Let U{t,x)^Gs(R; k) or G*n{R; k), and put £/t(x): = S^^/jS !(/e2V).
Then Ut(x) are holomorphic in a common neighbourhood of x=0 for all/eiV
and there are positiveconstantsX and T such that
(2.3) max ＼Ui(x)＼£C
＼x＼sX
(JJf
(/eJV)
holds for some non negative constant C. Precise properties of these spaces
are given in Miyake [3] and Miyake-Hashimoto [4].
In [4], we have proved that the Gevrey index s to the Goursat problem
(1.1)is given by
(2.4) s=l+≪ (=^Y
1 V 7 /
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In what follows we fix s to this number.
Let A be the integro-differentialoperator given by (1.4). We denote by
PR-.k(A)(resp. pn;R;k(A)) the resolvent set of the bounded mapping,
A: GS(R; k) ―> G＼R ; k) (resp. A: Gsn(R ; k) ―> G*n(R ; k)).
Now the main theorem in this paper is the following,
Theorem A. (i) Let s>0, thatis,j+a>0. Then
(2.5) pR;k(A)=C＼[-2, 2] for any R>0 and k(EN.
(ii) Let s^O. Let C=max{esa, e~a＼. T/ien
(2.6) .^..(M'^T&K^TcM
for any i?>0 and k^N, where Re a (resp.Ima) denotes the real(resp.imaginary)
part of aeC.
We remark thatin Miyake-Hashimoto [4, Lemma 3.3],we proved the fol-
lowing facts:
(i) In the case s>0, the operator norm of A in GS{R; k) is estimated by
Mil ^2, and hence pR.tk{A)^>{a^C＼|a j>2}.
(ii) In the case s^O, the operatornorm of A in G*n{R; k) is estimated
by ＼＼A＼＼^a+l/n)-J-ae-a+a~s/n)-j-aesa,and hence Uniipn;R;k(A)3 {qgeC ;
＼a＼>e-"+ esa}.
In the case where ae[-2, 2], the spectralsetof the mapping A: GS(R; k)
-*G*{R＼k) (s>0), we can prove the following result corresponding to the
resultin Introduction.
Proposition B. Let s>0 and a-2 cos red (0^/9^1). Then the problem (1.1)
is uniquely solvable in Gs :=VJr>0Gs(R ; 0) for any f(t,x), w(t, x)<eGs if and
only if a=±2 or o(0)>O.
3. Preliminary.
We shall study in this section some properties of a special matrix of finite
or infiniteorder of the form:
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(3.1) CM
where C0(a)=a
(3.2) CJa)
a
-1
0
a
-1
0
-1
a
-1
0
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0
-1 0
a -1 0
-1 0
a -1
0
1
0
a
―1
0 -1
0
0
0
a -1
-1 a
(n+l)th matrix,
0
0
1 0
a -1 0
infinite matrix
We shall construct their inverse matrices in exact form.
Let ogC＼[-2, 2] and X,{i{=X-1) (UI>1)
equation, z2―az+l=0. We define sequences
and the formula,
(3.3)
It is easily proved that
(3.4)
be the roots of the quadratic
{an＼n=oand {bn}n=o by bn=a,nl
ao―a, an―a―bn-i 0^>l).
an=
2re+2 (in + 2
2n + l ,,n^
―> ^ (≪ - oo)
A ―p.
The following decomposition of Cn(a)(l^n^ioo) is useful to write down the
inverse matrix exactly.
Cn(a) =
1
bo
0
1
1
-bt 1
0
-bn-l 1
This decomposition implies the following,
a0 ― 1
a, -1
a2 ―1
0
1
0
an-t -1
(3.5)
(3.6)
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Lemma 3.1. Let a, X and ft be as above. Then we have:
(i) The inverse matrix 6^1(a)=(c≫o)0sp,gsn(l^n<°o) is given by
Cpq ―
^ E M E I 0<o<i)<n
(ii) Let Cj(a)―(Cpg)Pni0. Then
Cpq
2? + l_≪9 + l
A pi
O£p<q.
O^p<q£n
Proof, (i) The above decomposition of CJa) implies,
Cn ＼a)=
bo bohi bobibz ■･■bobi ■■■bn
bibz ■■■ bi ･･･ bn
b2 ■･■ b% ･■■bn
0
bn
1
b0
bobi
bobibn
1
bi
bibz
0
1
bo---bn-i b＼---bn-i ･･･ bn-t 1
Let 0<*q<Lp<Ln. Then we have
cvq―bq ･■･bp {l+bpbp+i+bp(bp+i)2bp+z+ ･･･ +&P(6P+1 ･･･bn-i)2bn}
Since bk=(Xk+1-{ik+1)/(kk+2-{ik+z), we have
_ ^^-^^
y? UP
JP +2 ,,P+2 "
By the relationb^―au = a―bk-u we get
bkbk+i―
bk+i―bk
bk―bk-i
(b-i :=0)
Indeed, it is sufficientto notice bkl―bkli=bk―bk-i- Hence we have
This implies
bp(bp+i ･■･bp+i-iYbp+i=
bp+i―bp+i-i
bp bp-x
l+bpbp+1+hp(bp+1)zbp+2+ ･■･+bp(bp+i ･■･bn-ifbn―
By using the relationXu=l, we have
Un Op-i
bp―bp-i
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On Op-1 ^≫+≪_iUn+.)WP+i_iUP+i)
and
h -h
a-/^)2
Summing up these results we obtain the expression of cm for Q^g^p^n. It
is the same in the case Q^p<q<^n.
(ii) The expression (3.6)is obtained by letting n―>oo in the expression
(3.5). This is only an explanation, but we can prove it precisely, so we omit
it. □
We consider that Cn+1 is a vector space equipped with the norm by the
maximum of absolute values of components. Let flGC＼[-2, 2] and take c>l
such that
(3.7)
Then ＼X＼=cand l/il^UI"1
following,
― c-l By this choice of c, we can prove the
Lemma 3.2. The operator norm of Cn＼a) (aeC＼[―2, 2]) in Cn+1 is esti
mated by
(3.8) ＼＼Cn＼a)＼＼<
c(c2+l)
(c-lY(c+l)'
Proof. By the definition,||Cn1(a)ll= maXpSJ≫okp,|. We fix />e {0, 1, ･･･
n]. Considering (3.5), we set
n
Zj I Cpq ―
g=0
r P re i
(.3=0 q=p + l)
First, we estimate the part /
I=＼u＼p+2
cpq＼=I+II.
put
2 U|9+1|l-/i2(9+1)|
ll-^lll-^"*85! ≪-0
(since l-c"2^|l-≪2(fe+15| ^1+c"2, |l-/i2cre+2)|^l-c~4)
<£
(1+c-2)2
Cp+2(l-c-2)(l-c-4)
p
s
q=0
C9+1
(since Spg=oC9+1<cp+2/(c-l))
(1+c-2)2 c＼c*+l)
< (c-l)(l-c-2)(l-O (c~l)3(c+l)2
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By the same way we can estimate the part // as follows.
//=
<
＼u＼n-p+2
l-£i2||l-≪2(re+2>|^ i ' ' ^ '
c(c*+l)
(c-iy(c+iy
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These estimatesimply (3.8)immediately. □
Remark. Yoshino proved the similarbut somewhat differentestimate to
(3.8)by more complicated calculation[5, Lemma 3].
By the same way as above, we can prove the following,
Lemma 3.3. Let l°°be the Banach space of hounded sequences with supremum
norm. Then Cx{a) has a bounded inverse operator in l°°if and only if ae
C＼[―2, 2] and the operator norm of Cz>＼a)is estimated by
(3.9) ＼＼CZ＼a)＼＼&
C2+ l
c(c-lY
where c>i is the same constant as above.
Proof. Let ae(-2, 2) and put a=2coS7td (0<d<l). Then it is easy to
check that a is an eigen value with an eigen function (sin nO, sin 2izQ, sin 2rcd,
･･･)g /°°.The inequality (3.9) is proved by the same way as above, so we omit
the proof. □
Next, we consider the case ae[-2, 2]. Let a=2cos7td ((K0<;1). In this
case, R pt}= {e±^l7t8}and
(3.10)
}n+2_pin+2
^
sin(n+2)7rfl
A―p sinnd
n+2
(-l)"+1(n+2)
6*0, 1.
0=0
0=1
Therefore, Cn(a) is invertible for every neiVif and only if a=±2 or 0 is an
irrational. Let 6 be an irrational and put Cn1(a)=(cPq)oip.q<n. Then the ex-
pression (3.5) implies
sin(q+l)7td sin(n―/>+l)7r#
sin7r#sin(n+2)jr0
sm(p+l)7cO sin(n~q+1)7:0
sinTTl?sin(n4-2)7r^
Q^q^p^n,
O^p<q^n
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The inverse matrices in cases 6=0, 1 are obtained by letting 0 { 0 and 0 11
in this expression.
4. Proofs of results.
Let U(t,x)=^Uiptlx^/l＼fil and F{t,x)=^F^tlx^/l＼ pI Then the equa-
tion,(aI―A)U(t, x)=F(t, x),implies the followingrelations,
(4.1) aUip-Ul+J.p.j-a-Ul-J.fi+J+a=Flp(I,p<=N).
Proof of Theorem A. (i) Let s>0, i.e.,/+a>0. For (/,B)(bN2, we
put
(4.2)
where [///] denotes the
by
d(/,j8)=[///] +[j8/(/+a)]f
integral part of ///. We define a vector cUiB^Cd<il+^+i
(4.3) <Uji8= t(.--,Ui-j,p +j+a, Uifi, Ui+J.fi-j-a, ■■■),
which is defined from the coefficients of U(t, x)<=Gs(R, k).
0
A
j j £ j j
The relation (4.1) induces the following equation
(4.4) C^^Vt^St^C1^^,
where 2^ is defined from F(t, x) similarly to HJip. Since ＼Ui+pj,^pU+a-)＼^
＼＼U＼＼(Rsh(sl+p+k)＼/Rsl+P(-[//y]^/>^[j8/(/+a)]), (4.4) is an equation in Cda-^+1
with the usual norm as in Lemma 3.2. Hence by Lemma 3.2, we have pR.k(A)
dC＼[-2, 2] and the operator norm of (al-AY1 is estimated by
(4.5) Wial-A)-1^
c(c2+l)
(c-mc+i) ･
Let <2=2cos7r0e(―2, 2) (O<0<1). Then a is an eigen value if 8 is a
rational number, because an equation (aI―A)U(t, x)―0 has a non trivial poly-
nomial solution since det Cn(a)=0 tor some tkeN. This proves that [―2, 2] is
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the spectral set of A. This completes the proof of (i).
(ii) Let s^O, i.e., j+a^Q. In thiscase, the situationis more complicated,
since the relation (4.1)implies infinitesystems of equations. We pick up such
(/,^gejV2 that l-j<0 or p+j+a=p+sj<0 (s=(/+a)//^0). For U{t, x)<=
G*n(R; k), we define <U,^r by
(4.6) IJip^Uip, Ui+j,p-SJ>■･■,Ui+pJ,p-Pctji,･･･)
=＼mi^＼ uil?＼ mi-p＼ ･･･).
put
0
j j
By the definitionof the norm of GUR; k), we have
(4.7) u
I
{n/+(≪+l)j8 + fe+(n-(w+l)s)y/>} !
{(n-s)l+nB + k+(n-(n + l)s)jp＼!
for every p<=N. Now we definea weight functionby
(4.8) Wi.pin(P)
{n/+(w+l)j8 + fe+(≪-(w+l)s)y/>} !
{(n-s)l+np + k+(n-(n + l)s)jp} !
(P^N)
Then m-f>>wl.fi.n{p)-1}';mo<Elr.
Let oeC＼[-2, 2] and put C^(a)=(cpq)p,qi0. Then a(Epn.R.k{A) if
(4.9) sup sup
1,8 pao
23 ＼Cpq＼Wi.pin(Q)-Wi.p;n(P) ^oo
g=0
Let us prove the following,
Lemma 4.1. (i) Let 0<a^p. Then we have
(4.10) ^/≫;≫(?)■ i^|3;≫(/>r1^e~''"MI>ll"<0+1''01
(ii) Let Q<Lp<q. Then we have
(4.11) WLuM'WLB-.niP)-1^"-"11-"1*1"1"
Proof. (i) Let p^q^O. Then we have
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Wi,(s.n{q)-Wi,p niP)
(ra-<n + l)s)./(p
n
r = l
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-≪>(n ― s)l+n + k+(n-(n+l)s)jq+r
nl+(.n+l)B + k+(n-(n+l)s)jq+r
(ii) Let q>p^O. Then we have
Wl,8;n(Q)-Wl,B;n(P)~1
_ u-u+npxg-p) n/4-(w+l)j9 + fe+(≪ ―(w + l)s)y/> + y
(n-s)/+nfl + fc+(n-(n + l)s)//>+r
Next we shallestimate each component of Cz＼a). Let aeC＼[―2, 2] and
C^1(a)=(cP9)Pig20.Take c>l as in (3.7). Then by Lemma 3.1,we have:
(4.12)
(4.13)
We are now in the finalstage of the proof. We put
S ＼cm＼wi,^n{q)-Wi^.n(pYl
0=0
= (S+ 2 )kPg|u;i,^n(^)-^i^:n(/))-1 = /(n)+ //(n)
Let C=max{eSrt, e'a＼(>1) and ckeC satisfy
/ Rea y / Irnq y
Vc+i/c/^Vc-i/c/
Then, c>max{esa, e~a) in the above inequalities. First, we examine I(n)
/(n)£
ps
9=0
c?-P-lg-sy(l-S(l + l/≫)KP-9)
CV -9-lgJ'( 1-sci + l /re))(9- p)
cM-1
We notice that ―s/(l―s)―sa, since s=l+(a//). Hence, c>esa implies that
I(n) is bounded for sufficientlylarge n.
Next, we examine II(n).
//(n)£
C2 + l ≪
C2-l ,-7-M
The codition c>e~a implies that II(n) is bounded for sufficiently large n,
since j(l ―s)=―a. These prove that a<=pn.R.k(A) if n is sufficiently large.
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This completes the proof of (ii). □
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Remark. In the case s=0, suppose that we take the norm of G＼R; k) by
＼＼U＼＼k°h=sup＼Ulp＼
p
< + oo
instead of (2.2). Then we can prove that pn;k(A)=C＼[―2, 2]. The proof is
just the same as Lemma 3.3, but the stabilityof the resolvent set by small
perturbations, which will be proved in the next section, does not hold by this
choice of the norm.
Proof of Proposition B. Instead of the problem (1.1), let us consider an
equation,
(4.14) (aI-A)U(t, x)=F(t, x)<=Gs(R0; 0) (s>0).
First, suppose ae(-2, 2) and p(8)>0. By (4.4), the uniquenss of the solu-
tion U(t, x)<=G* :=Ur>oGs(R ; 0) is trivial, since Cda,^(a) is invertible because
8 is an irrational in this case. And also by (4.4), we see that the equation
(4.14) has a solution in Gs if the operator norm of Cn1(a)=(cpq) in Cn+1 is
estimated by
(4.15) 11^(0)11^0*
for some positive constants C and r. Indeed, it is sufficient to notice the
existence of positive constants ce and cx such that co(sl+ (Z)^d(l, j3)+l^e1(s/+i8).
By (3.11), we have
S ＼cPq＼£(n + 1)!sinjz-01-11sin(n+2)?r01-1.
This, together with p(d)>0, implies (4.15) by taking r>l/p(6).
The unique solvability of the equation (4.14) in the case a―±2 is also
easily proved.
Next consider the case p(6)=0. In the case where 0 is a rational number,
the uniqueness of solutions of the equation (4.14) does not hold trivially. In
the case where 8 is an irrational,it is easy to give F(t, x)^Gs(R0; 0) such
that the formal power series solution U(t, x) (which exists uniquely) does not
belong to G＼ Indeed, it is sufficient to notice the existence of a sequence
{sr}r=i and l^/i(l)^/z(2)^ >oo such that
£i>£2>£s--- > 0,
and
|sin(/i(r)+2)7r^|<(£r)ftCr), r=l, 2, ･･･
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For the simplicity, we consider the case s=l. Let F(t, x)=Sr=i^cr)e
G＼l; 0), i.e., Fft(r)i0=/i(r)! and F^=0 otherwise. Then by (3.11) and (4.4),
＼X7AHaVP
U0,lri=h(r)＼
sin(/i(r)+2)7T0
and this shows that U{t, x) does not belong to G＼R; 0) for any i?>0. This
completes the proof of Proposition B. □
5. Stabilityof resolventsets.
We shallprove that the resolventsetsgiven in Theorem A are stableby
small perturbationsdefinedbelow.
T.P1-
(5.1) B={l^eboip(x)t'DltDi ({a,I, p)<=NxZxZ),
a,I,8
be an integro-differential operator with holomorphic coefficientsin a neigh-
bourhood of x=0. We say that the operator B is a "small perturbation" with
respect to A if
(5.2) (l-s)<y + s/+/3<0 for any {a, I, /3)with baip(x)m0.
The meaning of this condition is easily understood by the Newton polygon of
the operator A+B (see Miyake-Hashimoto [4]). We remark that in the case
s^l we can replace baip(x) by baip(t,x)(eGs:=＼jp>0G*(R ; 0) (see [3], [4]).
Now we can prove the following,
Theorem C. Suppose that B is a small perturbation with respect to A. Then
there is a positiveconstant Ro such that:
(1) V pXo.k(A+B)=>C＼[.-2, 2], ＼JpR,k{A+B)^C＼l-2, 2].
/?>0
(ii) U4U|0≫;≪o;*(i4+fl)=>{aeC;
( Re a
C+l/C
■
)'
Here C is the same positiveconstant as in Theorem
+(-
A.
^TcMJ
Proof of Theorem C. We denote by O(＼x＼^X) (X>0) the set of holo-
morphic functions in ＼x＼<X and continuous on ＼x＼<*X. For b(x)^O(＼ x＼^ X)
wf≫define
(5.3) ＼＼h＼＼x=max＼h(x)＼
An operator L=aI-D{D-J-a-DjjD3x+a
Then we can prove the followinglemmas.
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Lemma 5.1 ([4, Lemma 3.1]). (i) Let s>0 and b(x)^O(＼x＼^pR) (p>l).
Then b(x) defines a bounded operator of multiplierin GS(R; k) with norm esti-
mated by
(5.4) naii^c-^ll&ll,*,
p―i
for some positiveconstant C.
(ii) Let s£0 and b{x)^O{＼x＼^pR). Then if p>e~8/(n+l), b(x) defines a
bounded operator of multiplier in Gsn(R; k) (k^n ―l) with norm estimated by
(5-5> '*'*c
(≫+itP-V'm"-
for some positiveconstant C.
Lemma 5.2 ([4, Lemma 3.3]). Let {a, I, B)^NxZxZ satisfiy
(l-s)o + sl+ B= -d£Q.
put
Then t"D＼Dl defines a bounded operator in G*(R; k) (s>0) and also in G*n(R; k)
(s^O) with norm estimated by
(5.6) ＼＼rDlM＼＼^C{o,I, j8,s, n)Ra+sk-8,
where C{o, I, B, s, n) does not depend on R and k.
Theorem C is now obvious from theselemmas. Indeed, let B be a small
perturbationwith respect to A.
(i) Let s>0. Then there is a positive constant Ro such that B is a
bounded operatorin GS(R; k) for every 0<R^Ro and k^N. By the definition
of small perturbation,there is a positive constant d such that the operator
norm of B is estimated by
(5.7) ＼＼B＼＼^CR8k-s,
for some positiveconstant C. This implies(i) immediately.
(ii) Let s^O. Then there is a positive constant Ro such that B is a
bounded operatorin G*n(R; &) for every 0<R<R0, n^N and k^n ―1, and the
operator norm is estimated by
(5.8) ||51|^ CRdk~d
for some positiveconstantsC and <5. This implies(ii).
This completes the proof. □
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Remark. In
are all constants,
the case
then we
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s^O, if the coefficientsof the small perturbation B
have
for any k<=N.
( Re a
C+l/C
Ima
Added in proof. After this paper was accepted for its publication, the
author and M. Yoshino generalized the resultsin this paper in more precise
form for general operators in the following preprint by employing the Toeplitz
operator method:
M. Miyake and M. Yoshino, Wiener-Hopf equation and Fredholm property
of the Goursat problem in Gevrey space, Preprint series, No. 13 (1992), College
of General Education, Nagoya University.
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